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Highly sensitive DNA typing for detecting
tumors transmitted by transplantation

Abstract D N A typing of a variable
number of tandem repeats
(VNTRs) and of short tandem repeats (STRs) is a modern forensic
method for the identification of biological material. In many cases, amplification by the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR), especially of STRs,
allows DNA typing of minute
amounts of or degraded DNA. Here
we describe the successful use of forensic D N A typing to clarify the origin of a malignant tumor. We report
two cases of metastatic malignant
melanoma of unknown origin that
developed a few months after transplantation in two recipients of kidneys from the same donor. Fresh
metastatic tissue and blood from the
first recipient, reference DNA of the
donor, and only paraffin-embedded
tissue from the second recipient
were available for analysis. To investigate whether the melanoma
originated in the donor, DNA analysis of nine polymorphic loci was
performed. The results of the analysis showed that, in both cases, the

Introduction
Organ transplant recipients are at high risk of developing malignancies due to immunosuppressive therapies.
Although the cases reported in the literature are rare,
the problem demands increasing attention due to the
frequency of organ transplantation in recent years. In
addition, transplant recipients risk accidental transmission of malignant cells from clinically healthy donors

tumors were genetically different
from the recipient DNA but matched the donor DNA. One incident
of allele loss was attributed to a mutation event. We conclude that the
metastatic melanoma in both recipients originated in the donor and was
transmitted by renal transplantation.
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[15]. This often raises the question of where the malignant tumors originated.
DNA typing of a variable number of tandem repeats
(VNTR) [4,11,18], and especially short tandem repeats
(STR) [8], is now the first choice for forensic analysis,
i. e., for identification of biological stains and paternity
testing. D N A typing is widely accepted by both criminal
investigators and lawyers in Europe. Because of their
low molecular length (80-400 bp), STRs can be ana-

h

lyzed using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This
allows genetic typing of even minute amounts or highly
degraded DNA [5,19]. e. g., DNA extracted from paraffin-embedded tissue or histological slides. This approach is not only sensitive, but a combination of several STRs has an extremely high power of discrimination
and is quite likely to be able to differentiate between donor and recipient genotypes. This individualization
might not be possible with HLA typing, especially since
the donor and recipient HLA-geno-type may match. If
the amount of material is sufficient for HLA typing,
STRs may provide an additional validation of the HLA
identification results.
Here we present two cases in which two patients developed post-transplant metastasis of malignant melanomas that could be traced back to the clinically healthy
donor. We demonstrate that forensic D N A typing is a
useful method to identify the origin of a malignant tumor that could help in legal proceedings [3].

Case reports
Case 1
A 46-year-old female patient received a kidney allograft from a 73year-old female donor who died of cerebral hemorrhage without
any other abnormalities. Nine months after transplantation, the recipient developed pigmented and nonpigmented subcutaneous
nodules. Histopathological examination of a skin biopsy revealed
a metastasis of a malignant melanoma. There was no obvious primary site. A few weeks later, the patient died of metastatic malignant melanoma.

Case 3
A 13-year-old female recipient of a renal transplant from the same
donor developed histopathologically confirmed metastases of a
malignant melanoma 7 months after transplantation. The primary
site was unknown. Four months later, the recipient died of metastatic malignant melanoma.

Materials and methods
To investigate the origin of the recipients' tumors, nine independent, polymorphic D N A loci were amplified using PCR. DNA
from fresh metastatic tissue and blood from the first recipient, as
well as from metastasis and tumor-free, paraffin-embedded tissue
from the second recipient was isolated. DNA (spleen) from the donor was kindly provided by Eurotransplant (Leiden, the Netherlands).
DNA was extracted after proteinase K lysis [9] with phenol
chloroform and concentrated with Centricon 100 (Amicon). The
following loci were amplified: HumVWA [12], HumTHOl [8],
HumFES (161, HumFGA [14], HumACTBP2 [17], D3S1358 [13],
D21S11 [30],DlS80 [ 111, and Apo B [4]. Primers were synthesized
and labelled hy Pharmacia Biotech Freiburg (desalting by NAP-I0
column) as described by the authors, except for the primers for
D3S1358, which were from the AmpFISTR Blue kit (Perkin EI-

meriABD, Foster City, Calif., USA). Amplification of the STR
systems VWA, T H O l , FES, FGA, ACTBP2, and D31S11 was carried out in 25 pl using the following parameters: 1 U Taq polymerase (Promega, Madison, Wis., USA), 0.25 pM each primer
(FGA, ACTBP?, D21S11: S'labelled with fluorescein), 150 pM
dNTPs, 10 mM TRIS-HC1 p H 8.3,l.S mM MgCI,, and 0.1 % Triton
X-100 in 35 pl. The temperature cycles were: 94°C for 1 min.,
54"-61"C (depending on the loci) for 1 min, 72°C for 2 min;
38-31 cycles. The amplification of the VNTR systems Apo B and
DlS80 in 50 pl was: 2U Taq polymerase (Promega), 0.5 pM each
primer, 250 biM dNTPs, 10 mM TRIS-HCI pH 8.3, 1.5 mM MgCI2,
and 0.1 % Triton X-100 in 50 pl. The temperature cycles were:
94°C for 1 min, 58°C for 1 min, 72°C for 4min (Apo B), and
94 "C for 1 min, 63 "C for 1 min, and 73 "C for 8 min (D1SSO); 29 cycles (Apo B) and 27 cycles (DlS80). The amplification of D3.51358
(labelled 5'FAM primer) was performed in 15 p1 according to the
manufacturer's recommendation using 2.5 U AmpliTaq Gold.
The temperature cycles were: 95 "C for 11 min, followed by 29 cycles of 93 "C for 1 min, 5Y "C for 1 min, and 72 "C for 1 min. A final
extension was conducted at 60°C for 30 min. All amplifications
were carried out on a Trio Thermoblock (Biometra, Germany).
The PCR products were separated on 20-cm nondenaturing
polyacrylamide gels (Apo B 5 % T 3 % C, D1S80 6 % T 3 % C,
VWA, THO], FES 7.3 % T 3 % C), crosslinked with piperazine diacrylamide, cast on Gelbond PAC film (FMC, Rockland, Me., USA
by Biozym, Germany). The gels were 0.75-mni thick with 0.08 M
TRIS formate buffer (0.07 M TRIS sulfate for the STRs) pH 9.0
and 0.28 M TRIS borate buffer in the 2 % agarose plugs (horizontal, discontinuous electrophoresis system modified after Allen
e&al. [I I). The electrophoresis was carried out at a temperature of
15"C (isothermically controlled on a Multiphor I1 apparatus. Pharmacia LKB) at a constant current (15 mA-25 mA, depending on
the width of the gel) with a continuously increasing voltage from
150 to 500 V during the run. Electrophoresis was stopped when
the bromphenol blue front had reached the anodal end of the gel.
The DNA fragments were detected by silver staining according
to Allen et al. [l].FGA, ACTBP3, D3S1358, and D21S11 were analyzed by an automated laser fluorescent detection system (A. L. F.
DNA sequencer, Pharmacia Biotech): 5 1.11 of loading dye (formamide, 20 mM EDTA, dextrane blue. self-made internal standard
114 bp or 401 bp MI3 PCR fragment) and 1-S pI of PCR product
were mixed and denatured for 3 min at 9 4 T , placed on ice, and
then loaded on the denaturing polyacrylamide gel ( 5 % Hydrolink,
Long Ranger FMC, 0.5-mm thick and 40-cm long, separation distance 19 cm, 7 M urea, 1 F TBE). The conditions for electrophoresis were set at 34 W. 1500 V, 35 mA, and 3 W laser at 40°C. Alleles
were detected and processed by an automated allele detettion software package ( A .L.F. Manager and AlleleLinks, Pharmacia Biotech).
Self-made allelic ladders, which were standardized by comparison to sequenced allelic ladders of the stain commission of the German Society of Legal Medicine (GEDNAP exercises) and the
AmpFlSTR Blue Allelic Ladder (D3S1358), were used in the gels
as references for allele determination. Allele nomenclature was according to the repeat number following the DNA recommendations of the International Society of Forensic Haemogenetics [3,
6,7, 181.

Results
All DNA extracts were analyzed for nine polymorphic
D N A loci on the chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 11, 12, 15,
and 21. The exact locations, the names of the polymor-
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Table 1 Overview of DNA typing results. VNTR and STR typing
results (alleles) of the metastasis, blood, and tumor-free tissue of
the first and second recipients. Allele designations were made ac-

cording to the recommendations of the DNA commission of the
International Society of Forensic Haemogenetics, based on the
number of repeat sequences

Chromosome
localization

Alleles
(blood) of the
first recipient

Alleles of the
metastasis of the
first recipient

Alleles of the
tumor-free tissue
of the second
recipient

Alleles of the
metastasis of the
second recipient

Alleles of
the donor

D?p24-p23
(APO B)
11 plS.S-pI5
(HumTHOl )
D 1S80
(pMCT 1 IS)
lSq25-1Sqter
(HumFES)
D3S13SS
4q28
( HumFGA)
D31 S11
Chr. 6
(HumACTBP?)
11ql2-12pter
(HumVWA)

37149

37/37

33137

33137

37137

9.319.3

718

24126

719.3

7/8/93

718

18/31

24131

1x12413I

1x131

11113

11/12

11112

11/17

11/12

17118
2012 1

17117
2012 1

1411s
19122

14115/17
30121

17117
2012 1

65/70
20129.2

68170
17121.3

61/68
16117

61/68/70
161171312

68170
17121.2

15/17

17118

16120

16117118/20

17118

homozygote 12, 12 type, while the donor is a heterozygote 11, 12. In order to evaluate the possibility of a mutation event, as opposed to concluding that the two
DNAs were from different individuals, the population
frequency of the allele combinations at the eight matching loci was calculated and found to be 1 in
1,000,000,000 German Caucasians. For the second recipient, the DNA results for the tumor tissue showed
two alleles at the loci Apo B, HumFES, and HumFGA
but three alleles at the loci HumTHO1, DlS80,
D3S1358, D21Sl1, and HumACTBP2, and four alleles
at HumVWA. This indicates the presence of a mixture
of DNA. The allele pattern can be explained as a combination of the alleles determined for the kicney donor
and the second recipient.
Fig.1 Electrophoresis of PCR products (HumTHOI ) from the
first recipient. Lune I , 5: allelic ladder with alleles 5 , 6 , 7, 8, 9, 9.3,
11: lunr 2: mixture of metastatic and metastasis-free tissue (alleles
71819.3); lunes 3, 4: control blood of the first recipient (alleles 9.31
9.3). In lanes 3 and 4, different amounts of DNA were used

Discussion

DNA typing has recently been reported by Beckingham
et al. [3]and Wilson et al. [21] as an approach to clarify
the origin of tumors after organ transplantation. We anphisms, and the typing results are listed in Table 1. For alyzed VNTR and STR polymorphisms, which are comeight of the nine loci, the blood and the tumor showed monly used in forensic identification of biological matedifferent DNA allele combinations and could not have rial [8, 181, because of the information they provide,
had the same genetic origin. Compared to the organ do- their robustness with regard to sample degradation,
nor, eight of the nine loci showed a match between the and their high detection sensitivity. Like many other
tumor DNA and the donor's type. An electrophero- types of repeated D N A sequences, VNTRs and STRs
gram of PCR products (HumTHOl) is shown in Fig. 1. are located in noncoding regions spread over the whole
For the fIumFES polymorphism, the tumor reveals a genome. Compared to the analysis of polymorphic re-
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striction sites on chromosome 7 [21], VNTRs and STRs
have the advantage of being more polymorphic and independently inherited. A multilocus restriction fragment length detection approach [3] requires high molecular weight D N A and would not have been feasible in
our case 2, where the only available tissue was formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded. Even though it was
not possible to extract D N A from an area of tissue that
contained only tumor cells, the degree of polymorphism
of the tested loci was sufficient to show the presence of
alleles from both cell types.
As for cell cultures, the identification of tumor cells
has to consider the problem of somatic mutations. Several authors, including Wooster et al. [22] for gastric tumors and Hoff-Olsen et al. for colorectal carcinomas
[lo], have described the occurrence of such somatic mutations of STRs. The mutations reported never changed
the complete genotype but resulted in an additional allele at the specific locus. In our case, twelve independent mutation events would have been required to explain the discrepancy between the first recipient and
her tumor DNA, and this is extremely improbable.
These two DNA types must have had a separate genetic
origin. On the other hand, the loss of HumFES allele 11,
which represents the only inconsistency between the donor and the metastasis, could be explained by a muta-

tion event. Since the allele combination over all eight
matching loci is as rare as one in a billlion individuals, a
mutation in this case is a more likely explanation than
the occurrence of an isolated exclusion. This is further
confirmed when one looks at the results of the second
patient who received a kidney from the same donor.
Here, the DNA extract from the tumor showed several
DNA alleles that could not have come from the recipient but which were identical to the alleles determined
for the first metastasis and the donor. It can, therefore,
be concluded that the malignant melanoma was transmitted from the donor to both recipients.
PCR analysis of VNTR and STR polymorphisms
yields fast results with minimal amounts of sample material. The accuracy of the test results is not impeded
by the occurrence of allele loss caused by mutations or
DNA degradation because this can be compensated by
extending the number of loci tested in order to either
confirm an exclusion or increase the match probability.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the usefulness of
forensic DNA typing for determining the genetic origin
of metastatic tumors.
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